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Abstract

The time and cost saving for banks when implementing cloud computing strategies are
staggering. However, it is important to consider the security and protection of data when
it comes to the widespread adoption of cloud. Fully homomorphic encryption is currently
still undergoing experimentations. One of its limitation is the time required to encrypt and
decrypt the sensitive data, as the traditional encryption systems showed a level of
resistance and considerable maturity that can be rehabilitated or hybridized for
application in the field of sensitive data protection hosted in the Cloud.
In this paper we will propose hybrid homomorphic system that will be applied to the
banking data to perform operations on encrypted data without decrypting, based on the
encrypting, the decryption and the operation treatment time on the ciphertext which were
obtained by simulating an addition and multiplication homomorphic cryptosystem and
comparing it with DGHV that is somewhat homomorphic; then we will choose our model
which is most suitable for banking application.
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1. Introduction
Companies do not longer refute the need of storing its sensitive data on the cloud,
which they already do using traditional encryption systems. The question here is how to
process this data without decrypting it in order to respect the company’s privacy. Hence
the idea of using homomorphic encryption for banking data which is a new approach that
can help banks take their data management to the highest level: the cloud [1].
Cloud Computing is not only a new seductive marketing trend, but it is an economic
reality to access many services online. This comprehensive access offer to computing
resources allows evolutionarily companies to focus on their core competencies by
exempting them from their servers’ management. The major question that keeps many
companies reluctant regarding this new storing technology, including banks, is the
security of their sensitive data hosted on the Cloud.
Cloud computing may offer several advantages in terms of cost reduction and
scalability but raises new security issues regarding sensitive data.
Following this, and in order to perform operations on encrypted banking data stored in
the cloud without decrypting them, we will opt for the homomorphic encryption [2, 3].
This latter consists in encrypting the client's identity with a multiplicative homomorphic
encryption which corresponds to the "logical and" used for keyword searching into an
encrypted database. Add to this, the data concerning a client’s deposits of all his or her
accounts is encrypted by an additive homomorphic encryption; aiming to compute the
total amount of the client’s deposits by the cloud server and deciphering the result at the
level of client’s private bank. In both cases, the result is the same, as if the calculations
were made using raw data.
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In Section 2, we will talk about the lack of Cloud adoption by banks. In Section 3, we will
define Homomorphic Encryption and we will illustrate some examples of existing
Homomorphic cryptosystems. In Section 4, the focus will be on our simulation and its
analysis, in Section 5; we will present the scheme of our banking application with some
examples of calculations on banking accounts of customers. The conclusion and
perspectives are dealt with in Section 5.

2. Banking in the Cloud
The lack of cloud services usage, not only by banks but also by all the companies in all
the fields, creates a strong incentive for the researches and cloud providers to adapt their
solutions to the security required by banks, encouraging them to migrate and to outsource
their computations to the cloud; allowing them to focus only on their core competencies.
The migration to the cloud will lead to a control loss over the customer bank data
(account numbers and sum of deposits, loans allocations...).
There are many compelling reasons to migrate applications and data to a private or a
public cloud: scalability, agility, cost savings and so on and so forth. However, those
benefits come along with a new risk regarding the security of critical business data; a risk
that has to be managed by any organization whose data migrated to the cloud using a
robust solution for data encryption and encryption key management. This risk is
illustrated through the USA PATRIOT Act [4]; an act that makes it possible for
competitors and governments to access data through cloud providers without the consent
of the data owner. Even storing data in foreign jurisdictions does not provide a sufficient
guaranty that customers’ data is out of reach of disclosure requirements.
To solve this problem, some security vendors require the installation of a physical key
management server in the data center as a prerequisite. Other security providers require
you to "trust" them and use their key management service. This approach violates the
principle and the respect of the requirements keeping the keys under your own control.
The banking sector is renowned for the volume and speed of data it produces,
transports and stores. Given the recent financial crisis and subsequent regulatory
pressures, the cost of computers has grown exponentially not only for the banking
organization as a whole, but even at the level of the division.
Nowadays, Banks have to cut their IT costs, but it should not be done at the stake of
compromising their data security and integrity. The need, therefore, to explore the
unconventional and innovative options reduced IT costs while maintaining data integrity.
However, with limited resources and even limited budgets, a methodology for traditional
IT implementation is neither effective nor desired [5].
The Cloud Computing [6], as a technology option for data and business processes, took
credible foothold in recent times in several industry sectors including financial services.
This paper details the "must knows" to implement an efficient and secure information
management framework in a cloud environment. We will, first, explore the various
delivery and deployment of cloud models available to a bank.
The security must be your cloud provider’s top priority. As matter of fact, the highest
portion of Amazon Web Services (AWS) investments is dedicated to increase this level of
security is based on a model of shared responsibility: AWS [7] ensures the security of the
lower layers (physical buildings, networks, virtualization...), and you are responsible for
the security of your applications, OS and data on which you have total control (e.g.,
administrator access to VM).
This means that you apply the same rules of security on your applications in the cloud
infrastructure.
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3. Homomorphic Cryptosystems
Cloud Encryption is the only solution that offers the convenience of encryption and key
management in virtualized environments, without giving up data confidentiality.
Security requirements for data and algorithms have become stricter throughout the
latest years. Due to the large growth of the technology, a wide variety of attacks on digital
assets and technical devices are activated. For storage and safe data reading, there are
several possibilities such as data encryption. The problem becomes more complex when
asking to perform computation on encrypted data. This is where the homomorphic
cryptographic systems can be used.
The partial homomorphic encryption allows some operations on encrypted data without
decrypting it, examples: RSA, Paillier.
3.1. Multiplicative Homomorphic Encryption

Example of Multiplicative Homomorphic Encryption (RSA) [8]:

Ek(x1) × Ek(x2) = x1b x2b mod n = (x1x2)b mod n = Ek(x1x2)
3.2. Additive Homomorphic Encryption

Example of Additive Homomorphic Encryption (Paillier) [9]:

Ek(x1,r1)×Ek(x2,r2)=gx1+x2(r1r2) mod n2 = Ek(x1 +x2,r1r2)
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3.3. Somewhat Homomorphic Encryption (DGHV) [10]

Proof : pq is greater than 2r+x
thus y mod p = 2r + x
at last (y mod p) mod 2 = (2r + x) mod 2 = x
For two ciphertexts c1 et c2 :
c1 + c2 = (q1 +q2)p+2(r1 +r2)+m1 +m2
So, if : 2(r1 + r2) + m1 + m2 << p
Then (c1 + c2) mod p = 2(r1 + r2) + m1 + m2
so, it is homomorphic for addition
c1 × c2 = [q1q2p + (2r1 + m1) + (2r2 + m2)]p + 2(2r1r2 + r1m1 + r2m1) + m1m2
So, if: 2(2r1r2+r1m1+r2m1)+m1m2 << p
Then (c1 × c2) mod p = 2(2r1r2 + r1m1 + r2m1) + m1m2
so, it is homomorphic for multiplication

4. Simulation and Analysis
Practical evaluation is performed in a MacBook Pro (MacBookPro 9,2), with the
following characteristics:
Intel Core i5 @ 2000 MHz 4 GB - DDR3 @ 1600 MHz
Intel HD Graphics 4000
4.1. Result of RSA Simulation:
For RSA, the Following Table Shows the Different Simulation Values
Table 1. Simulation Results of RSA Multiplicative Homomorphic Encryption
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Figure 1. The RSA Encryption
Time

Figure 2. The Multiplication Time
of Two Ciphertexts (C1xC2)

Figure 3. Decryption Time Dec (C1xC2)




For 1KB text size, RSA homomorphic cryptosystem is able to encrypt, multiply two
cleartexts and decipher the result of the multiplication using a 2048 key size.
For 10KB text size, RSA homomorphic cryptosystem is able to encrypt, multiply two
cleartexts and decipher the result of the multiplication using a 2048 key size, but with
a very elevated processing time.
For a 1024 key size the RSA homomorphic cryptosystem is no longer able to multiply
two ciphertexts of 100KB each, so it is limited in 1024 key size and 100KB cleartext
size.

4.2. Result of Paillier Simulation:
For Paillier, The following table shows the different simulation values
Table 2. Simulation Results of Paillier Additive Homomorphic Encryption
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Figure 4. The Paillier Encryption
Time

Figure 5. The Multiplication Time
of Two Ciphertexts (C1xC2)

Figure 6. Decryption Time Dec (C1xC2)





For 1KB text size, Paillier homomorphic cryptosystem is able to encrypt, multiply
two cleartexts and decipher the result of the multiplication using a 2048 key size, with
a processing time of 16.18 minutes.
For 10KB text size, Paillier homomorphic cryptosystem is able to encrypt, multiply
two cleartexts and deciphering the result of the multiplication using a 1048 key size,
but with 19.77 minutes for deciphering, and 23 minutes to decipher the result using
2048 key size.
For a 512 key size the Paillier homomorphic cryptosystem is no longer able to
multiply two ciphertexts of 100KB each, so it is limited at 512 key size and 100KB of
cleartext.

4.3. Result of DGHV Simulation:
For DGHV, the following tables show the different simulation values
Table 3. Simulation Results of DGHV Additive Homomorphic Encryption
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Table 4. Simulation Results of DGHV Multiplicative Homomorphic
Encryption





For 10KB text size, DGHV additive homomorphic cryptosystem is able to encrypt,
multiply two cleartexts and deciphering the result of the multiplication using a 1048
key size, but with 19.77 minutes for deciphering, and 23 minutes to decipher the
result using 2048 key size.
For a 512 key size the DGHV multiplicative homomorphic cryptosystem is no longer
able to multiply two ciphertexts of 100KB each, so it is limited at 512 key size and
100KB of cleartext.

5. Hybrid Homomorphic Encryption Applied to Banking Data in the
Cloud
5.1. Application’ Scheme
Our application scheme is as follows:

Figure 7. Scheme Representing the Link between a Client Company (Bank)
and its Data Hosted in a Cloud Provider Server
VPN network linking the customer company (bank) with the server in the cloud;
Our Cloud platform is set on a Citrix [11] server.
1. The bank's client application generates encryption keys with Paillier and RSA
cryptosystems, encrypts data, and transmits it to the cloud server
2. The names and account numbers of customers are encrypted with RSA to enable
keyword search in the encrypted data without decrypting it.
3. The sum of deposits for each customer's account is encrypted with Paillier to allow an
addition operation on all the accounts of the same customer.
4. The bank sends a request to calculate the total amount of the customer’s deposits
5. The Cloud server performs the calculations on encrypted data and return the
encrypted result to the bank
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6. Using the private key, the client application decrypts the encrypted result and obtains
the same sum as if the calculation was carried out on the raw data.
5.2. Parameters and Results
For our banking application, the data to be encrypted does not exceed 1KB (Name,
Account number and amount of money). So we chose to execute a keyword search
processing on an encrypted database and compute the sum of a customer deposits, whose
data has been encrypted and stored in the cloud using a 1024 key size for RSA that
requires 2,384s to encrypt, 11ms to calculate the product of two ciphertexts and 2,37s for
deciphering.
For Paillier homomorphic cryptosystem we chose a key size 512 that requires 8,671s to
encrypt, 71ms to compute the sum of two ciphertexts and 17,01s for deciphering,
At the level of the bank application, we have this database:

At the level of the Cloud server, data is stored encrypted:

The customer’s name encrypted
using RSA
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The customer account balance encrypted
using Paillier
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Indeed, the Balance of all the Accounts Hold by the Customer “Tebaa Maha” is
10000MAD+200500MAD= 210500 MAD

5. Conclusion
This hybrid system to respect the confidentiality and privacy of the database of bank
accounts stored in the cloud will encourage cloud providers to integrate the homomorphic
encryption in the deployment of their security solutions, to encourage banks to enjoy the
benefits cloud computing [12], among the problems that exist is the management of
private keys generated at the bank, you have to predict a very elevated level of protection
and have a backup system to store the encryption keys and deciphering, because it is the
only information that allows to access the encrypted data stored in the cloud.
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